Teacher: Dagmar Wabel
School: Margaret Beeks Elementary School – Blacksburg, VA

Lesson P.E. Dance lesson 1
Subject: P.E.
Date:

12/3/14

Time:

14:50-15:30

VIRGINIA SOL:

Time

14:50
15:00

Students will engage in:
☐ independent activities
☐ cooperative learning
☐ peer tutoring
☐ visuals
✔

✔

☐ simulations
☐ pairing
☐ hands-on
☐ centres
✔

☐ whole group instruction
☐ lectures
☐ a project
☐ technology integration
✔

✔

2.1 The student will continue to demonstrate correct critical elements (small, isolated parts of the wholeskill or movement) of locomotor,
non-locomotor, and manipulative skills.
c) Demonstrate moving to a rhythm by combining locomotor and non-locomotor skills to perform basic educational folk and creative
dance sequences.

Procedures followed

Introduction: Tell the students that they will dance today in PE. Explain that they will watch a
video clip with music about Susan B Anthony. Pick five students who like to dance and ask
them to each memorize one of the dance movements that comes along in the video.

15:00 Instruction & Activities:
10 min. Take the class to the gym.
At the gym, arrange children along the wall. When the music starts they will come walking into an
assigned 'square' (marked lines on the gym floor). Within the square they will line up and do their
dance movements.
15:10
15 min.

Dance moves:
- line up - the tiger - the alligator - 4 x march in one spot = 180 degree turn - sunrise - arm stretch - bottom shake - crazy shake -> all girls
walk in circle & march to protest // boys: no, no, she don't need to vote - bottom shake - crazy shake - alligator - tiger -> all the girls
march // boys stop, cross arms, watch & shake heads - [ student suggestions?]
End with the 4x march - bottom shake - crazy shake - march - final pose.

Reflection notes: Picking five students and asking them to remember a dance move worked
very well. We gave the dance moves name that matched: the alligator, the tiger, the sunrise,
the bottom shake, the crazy shake. Those five students became the "dance move experts".

Material

Youtube VideoClip
(5 min.)

mp3 player
hifi system

mp3 player
hifi system

Teacher: Dagmar Wabel
School: Margaret Beeks Elementary School – Blacksburg, VA

Lesson P.E. dance lesson 2
Subject: P.E.
Date:

12/3/14

Time:

14:50-15:30

VIRGINIA SOL:

Time

14:50
15:00

Students will engage in:
☐ independent activities
☐ cooperative learning
☐ peer tutoring
☐ visuals
✔

☐ simulations
☐ pairing
☐ hands-on
☐ centres
✔

☐ whole group instruction
☐ lectures
☐ a project
☐ technology integration
✔

✔

2.1 The student will continue to demonstrate correct critical elements (small, isolated parts of the wholeskill or movement) of locomotor,
non-locomotor, and manipulative skills.
c) Demonstrate moving to a rhythm by combining locomotor and non-locomotor skills to perform basic educational folk and creative
dance sequences.

Procedures followed
Introduction: Line the students up with the help of the PE instructor to make use of their general procedure to start PE.
Ask the five "dance move experts" to remember their dance moves, and repeat them to the class. Let the class practice
the moves and remind them that they are supposed to dance and not go over the top.
Practice the boys' part: Let them all come to the front and do their "finger wiggle/frowning eyebrows/stop dancing act" so they know what to do when the moment comes up. Let the girls stand opposite them and give them a short reaction.
Refer to the brief "Yes!" moment they did so well during class when they collected movie points.

15:00 Instruction & Activities:
10 min. Time to practice dancing.
When the music starts they will come walking into an assigned 'square' (marked lines on the
gym floor). Within the square they will line up and do their dance movements.
15:10
15 min.

Material

Dance moves:
- line up - the tiger - the alligator - 4 x march in one spot = 180 degree turn - sunrise - arm stretch - bottom shake - crazy shake -> all girls
walk in circle & march to protest // boys: no, no, she don't need to vote - bottom shake - crazy shake - alligator - tiger -> all the girls
march // boys stop, cross arms, watch & shake heads - [ student suggestions?]
End with the 4x march - bottom shake - crazy shake - march - final pose.

Reflection note: To make the dance better, I have to practice it more myself and devise a very
detailed choreography complete with counting the movements, beats, etc. But after lesson
number two I think it is doable and would be fun project to work on with second graders.

mp3 player
hifi system

mp3 player
hifi system

